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Backward stochastic differential equation is a hot new field currently. As for
BSDE study, the linear case began in 1973, but the basic framework of the general
nonlinear case was provided by Shige Peng and Pardoux in 1990 and proved its
existence and uniqueness of solution. The study history of BSDE theory is rather
short but the progress is very rapid, because the theory itself, in addition to
its unique system and interesting nature, has important application prospects:
Duffie and Epstein found it can be used to describe the consumer preferences
in uncertain economic environment (i.e. utility function theory); Shige Peng
obtained nonlinear Feynman-Kac formula by virtue of BSDE , which can be
used to handle the well-known important nonlinear partial differential equations
such as reaction-diffusion equation and Navier-Stokes equation; ElKaroui and
Quenez found that the theoretical prices of many important derivative securities
(such as options and futures) in financial markets can be derived by means of
BSDE.
Nowadays, BSDE has a new development direction: the standard Brown-
ian motion drive is changed into fractional Brownian motion drive. Empirical














domestic and foreign scholars have already engaged in the study of stochastic
analysis theory and applications of fBm. These thesis sums up the study achieve-
ment of fBm and its stochastic analysis theory, and summarizes the establishment
of the FrBSDE for better understanding and further development of the theory.
Keywords: fractional Brownian motion, backward stochastic differential equa-
tion, quasi-conditional expectation, backward stochastic differential equation
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dy(t) = −f (t, y(t), z(t)) dt + z(t)dW (t),







dy(t) = g (y(t), z(t)) dt− z(t)dW (t),
y(T ) = 0.








































































动的随机微分方程：E.E.Peter验证了从 1972年 1月到 1990年 12月的美元与
日元的日汇率服从 Hurst参数 H的估计值为 Ĥ = 0.642的分数布朗运动，而对






















Øksendal、Christian Bender、Robert J.Elliott和 J.Van der Hoek建立了关于分
数布朗运动的新的随机积分的一些基本理论([27],[28],[29],[30]等)，如对应的 Itô
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